Summary

Creator: Flaxman, John, 1755-1826
Title: John Flaxman manuscript material
Date: 1811
Size: 1 item

Abstract: John Flaxman, English sculptor, decorative designer, and illustrator. · To Martin Archer Shee, portrait painter and writer: 1 autograph letter signed: 7 Feb 1811: (SHEE 0001r): 1 page (single sheet): from Buckingham Street, Fitzroy Square: begins, "I was rejoiced to hear from your brother on Monday evening that you was recovering from your violent cold ..." Formerly laid in to Martin Archer Shee Autograph Album.

Access: Restricted access.

Physical Location: Pforz MS

Creator History
John Flaxman, English sculptor, decorative designer, and illustrator.

Scope and Content Note
· To Martin Archer Shee, portrait painter and writer: 1 autograph letter signed: 7 Feb 1811: (SHEE 0001r): 1 page (single sheet): from Buckingham Street, Fitzroy Square: begins, "I was rejoiced to hear from your brother on Monday evening that you was recovering from your violent cold ..." Formerly laid in to Martin Archer Shee Autograph Album.
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